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Don’t Miss Your Burning Bush! 
 

For much of the last week, I was with old family friends in Upstate New York. This was a 

friendship that started even before I was born. Peter and Sandy moved from New York down to 

North Carolina so that he could attend Duke law school in the early 70s. They had heard that 

the way you find housing in the south is to go door to door – which is not true, by the way. 

Except, in this case, it was true, because the door they knocked on was my mother’s and the 

apartment next door was for rent.  

The rest is history. My parents and Peter and Sandy became the best of friends, even 

though after Peter finished law school, they returned to New York, settling down in a house 

tucked into a keyhole of the Adirondack State Park. Since then, they have always been a part of 

our lives. What it meant to me as an adolescent, a young adult, even now, to have trusted older 

people, but not my parents, be interested in me and invested in me is beyond words. 

 Now that their children are grown now, it’s fun to retell the story of how it happened, 

how we came to be family – a family of choice, but there really isn’t any choice about it 

anymore. The story reminds me that I’ve bound to other people, that I’m accountable to 

others. It reminds me to pay attention, because you never know who will be knocking at your 

door; you never know who will answer the door when you knock. Pay attention; it might just 

change your life. 
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 The story from Exodus this morning is a story that has been told and retold an 

uncountable number of times. There’s no way to overestimate the importance of this story as a 

story that reminds Jews and Christians about the character of our God. 

 Speaking of that character, let me just take a moment and address a big pet peeve of 

mine. I find it profoundly frustrating when people say that they don’t like the God of the Old 

Testament because that God is vengeful or that the Old Testament God is a God of law and the 

New Testament God is a God of love and good news. It’s the same God. The Old Testament is 

the only bible Jesus and the disciples had. What else is it but love that compels God to listen to 

the groans and suffering of the slaves in Egypt? The character of God is to have compassion on 

suffering.  

Now Moses, an outlaw, a murderer even, a man caught between peoples, both Hebrew 

and Egyptian, is perhaps not a likely candidate for leader of the Hebrews. However, it to him 

that God appears in this most amazing of signs – a bush that burns, but is not consumed. This is 

amazing to think about and truly a remarkable sign, but pay attention to what happened before 

that. Moses is out walking in the wilderness tending the flocks of his father-in-law when he 

stops, and turns aside. 

 Moses stops and turns aside to look and then God speaks to him from the flames. This 

bush could have been burning for twenty years, but it was Moses to turned aside to look. 

Moses could have missed it, he could have walked by incurious and focused on his job which 

was shepherding flocks.  
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 It’s hard for us to imagine, because we’ve heard the story so many times and we know 

what happens – it seems inevitable. But at least for me, I can think of many times when I just 

keep walking. I’ve got places to get to, things to attend to, a busy schedule to keep. I don’t stop; 

I don’t pay attention. And I’m paid to pay attention – to prayer, to scripture, to the Holy Spirit in 

action and even I think I might have just walked by. 

 We might take issue with the efficiency of a God who lies in wait for someone to notice 

God’s presence or a God who chooses a human agent who is all too human and seemingly ill 

equipped for the job. It isn’t efficient. It seems like efficiency is the gift of empires and 

dictatorships – efficient at brick making and building; efficient at torturing and killing.  

 But Israelites in exile in Babylon told this story about a God who hears the cries of the 

people and liberates captives. Jews told this story in the camps. African Americans told this 

story in the slave quarters. It might not be efficient, but there are signs of God on earth for 

those who stop and turn aside for them. God will be true to who God is and will respond to the 

suffering of humanity. 

 We tell this story. We tell it so that we may keep flames burning within us, flames that 

blaze but do not consume. They are flames that fuel compassion and hunger for justice; they 

are flames that keep us awake and alert. 

 For while there have always been henchmen, executioners, and bullies who cause the 

suffering, there have also been the sleepwalkers. Those who walk through life not stopping, not 

turning aside either too busy with the work in front of them or too convinced that their voice is 

not needed. There were such sleepwalkers in Germany during the Holocaust and during the 
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Civil Rights Movement. Good people unaware that they were passing by their own burning 

bushes, their own opportunity to be called by God. There are such sleepwalkers now as we face 

a new iteration of evil in the faces of newly emboldened white supremacists and nativists. 

 Jesus tells Peter that discipleship means taking up your own cross. In this world we 

usually don’t have to go looking for crosses, life provides them for us, but how we bear them 

and how we help each other to bear them is where our commitment to discipleship is revealed.  

 Pay attention, you never know who might be knocking at your door, or who might open 

the door if you stop to knock on it. In a world that can have so many demands on us in so many 

different ways, believe me, I understand the impulse to be free of distraction, to keep your 

head down, to keep walking. It is tempting to try and live without entanglements, to live 

without anyone having a claim on you, no one knowing your name until you announce it. 

 But it might be that we’d hear from God more, if we stopped and turned aside more. 

Perhaps there’s a burning bush along your path, that you haven’t seen or stopped to take 

notice of. Perhaps it’s a call to write or paint or be creative in a way you’ve never let yourself 

be, or perhaps it’s a call to engage in the painful and risky work of anti-racism education or 

form a relationship with our refugee family or support immigrants at risk of deportation. Let’s 

not rule out the possibility that the call will come from your priest or another parishioner here 

at St. Thomas who might ask you to serve on this year’s stewardship campaign or teach Sunday 

School. You never know; pay attention! 
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 We don’t have to go looking for crosses; they have a way of finding us. How do we 

survive? Not by keeping our heads down and passing by, but by remembering the story. By 

living the story. 

  


